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1) Check your vocabulary
Complete the following sentences, using a word from the box. Use each word only
once!
arrested—bubble—challenged—citizenship—constitution—encouraged—exploded—
figured—guarantees—ignore—made—matter—of—power—refused—stand—up—
xenophobic—

1) Don’t pay any attention to that idiot. Just _________________ him. You know, he
hates everybody who looks as if they or their parents came from a foreign country
even though they have had British _________________ for ages. He’s just
_________________.
2) In most cartoons, there are speech _________________ where you can read what
the cartoon characters say.
3) In a democracy, it’s the people who have all the political _________________. A
state like that usually has got a democratic _________________. It
_________________ the basic human rights like liberty. In Germany, for instance, it’s
called “Grundgesetz”.
4) When the police officer heard that this thug had mugged an old lady in the park she
_________________. “No _________________ what the old lady did or said gives
you the right to beat her up and rob her handbag. You should have
_________________ out by now that such behaviour like yours will never be
tolerated here.” She then _________________ the thug apologize to the old lady
before she _________________ him and took him to the police station.
5) Rosa Parks quickly became a symbol _________________ civil disobedience to the
American Civil Rights Movement. She taught every black person that in order to be
heard in a white society they had to _________________ _________________ for
their rights. What she did doesn’t seem much today: she _________________ to give
up her seat on the bus to a white person. But at the time the white establishment felt
_________________, but the black people felt _________________ to fight for their
right
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2) Do exercise 10 on p.38 in your workbook.
3) Study GF 10 (textbook pp. 176-179)
4) Do the following exercises in your textbook:
a. P3 (p.56)
b. P5-P11 (pp. 57-59)
5) Do the following exercises in your workbook:
a. p. 35, #4
b. pp.6-9 (7-9)

